Recently, much studies for providing mobile users with suitable and useful content services, LBS(Location Based Service) corresponding to the change of users' location, are actively going on. First and foremost, this is basically owing to the progress of location management technologies such as GPS, mobile communication technology and the spread of personal devices like PDA and the cellular phones. Besides, the research scope of LBS has been changed from vehicle tracking and navigation services to intelligent and personalized services considering the changing information of conditions or environment where the users' are located. For example, it inputs the information such as heavy traffic, pollution, and accidents. The query languages which effectively search the stored vehicle and environment information have been studied depending on the increase of the information utilization. However, most of existing moving object query languages are not enough to provide a recommendation service for a user, because they can not be tested and evaluated in real world and did not consider changed environment information.
Query Type
Operation Example
Coordinate-based Queries Overlap, inside, and so on. 
Constant 구문
Constant 구문은 이동 객체 질의어에서 π나 €와 같이 마치 상수처럼 특정하게 고정된 의미를 갖도록 정의된 구문 을 말한다 [21, 22] 
Total cost = Wdirection × the distance to the target place 
